THE LIBRARIAN DAY
IN REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

LIBRARY NATIONAL AWARENESS DAY

27 April – 3 May 2017
DONATE A BOOK TO CHANGE A DESTINY: NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR THE COLLECTION AND DONATION OF BOOKS FOR PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

APA Scientific Library, USARB library, REM, public authorities, publishers, NGOs, embassies.

March 20 - April 20

MY LIBRARY - MY PROGRESS ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION. AWARENESS DAYS LAUNCHING AT HIGH SCHOOL „UNIVERSUL”

APA Scientific Library, High School „Universul”

April 8th

LIBRARIAN FOR A DAY: ACTION OF SELF-MANAGEMENT ATTENDED BY THE NINTH GRADE PUPILS

APA Scientific Library, High School „Universul”

April 14th

MY LIBRARY - MY PROGRESS. EXHIBITION OF DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

APA Scientific Library, High School „Universul”

April 14 to 28

MODERNIZATION AND REFORMATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES - the main objective of European projects. Methodical seminar

APA’s academic community

April 19th
LIBRARIAN - ENCYCLOPEDIC PERSONALITY

Book exhibition

LIBRARY - TEMPLE OF KNOWLEDGE
quotations, aphorisms, thoughts

aap.gov.md/biblioteca.

THE LIBRARIAN IS A MAN OF CULTURE, A CREATOR, A TRAINER, A QUALITATIVE INFORMATION PROVIDER
(online exhibition presentation)
http://libruniv.usarb.md, http://bs-usarb.blogspot.md,
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, ISSUU, Google+

FROM THE RARE BOOK COLLECTION
(online exhibition of rare books presentation)

http://libruniv.usarb.md, http://bs-usarb.blogspot.md,
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, ISSUU, Google+

BIBLIOPHILE VALUES WITH SUPRALIBROS AND EX-LIBRIS IN SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY USARB COLECTION
online exhibition of rare books presentation

http://libruniv.usarb.md, http://bsusarb.blogspot.md,
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, ISSUU, Google+
SIGNING AND DEDICATIONS BOOKS IN SL USARB COLLECTIONS
online exhibition presentation

http://libruniv.usarb.md, http://bs-usarb.blogspot.md, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, ISSUU, Google

ANNIVERSARY BOOKS 2017
exhibition of documents (PowerPoint presentation)
Philology reading room

THE BIG ROMANIAN BIBLIOLOGISTS
exhibition of documents (presentation)
Research and Assistance of Specialty Service

LIBRARY NATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK INAUGURATION
LIBRARY NATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK FLASH MOB

Academic community USARB
Research and Assistance of Specialty Service

APA SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY IN USERS VISION
Survey
aap.gov.md/biblioteca
A BOOK FOR MY LIBRARY
Books donations for the school library, High School «Universul»
April 25th

FROM BOOKS OF CLAY TO EBOOK: PUBLIC DEBATES
APA Scientific Library, „Ștefan cel Mare” Library
April 25th

WORLD MOST BEAUTIFUL AND WELL KNOWN LIBRARIES
APA Scientific Library, „Ștefan cel Mare” Library. (Video)
aap.gov.md/library
April 25th

COSPLAY-GALA OF LITERARY CHARACTER COSTUMES
Book Club. Faculty of Education, Psychology and Art
April 26th

5. READING CHANGES OUR LIVES FLASH MOB
APA Scientific Library, High School „Universul”.
April 26th
NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
DONATE A BOOK TO CHANGE A DESTINY TOTALS

Inauguration of the Library of Foundation „Echo of Chernobyl”

April 26th

HOMAGE TO LIBRARY
BROUGHT BY INTERNET

REM consortium

April 27th

LIBRARIES IN MOLDOVA IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Participation to events dedicated to LIBRARY NATIONAL AWARENESS DAY and National Librarian Day with representatives of the Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Education, LAM, Erasmus + Office, UNDP, EU Center, SNB libraries, Consortium REM
Conference hall of the Government of Moldova

April 27th

NATIONAL CONTEST THE 2016 BEST LIBRARIAN OF THE YEAR AND THE BEST WORKS IN THE FIELD OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Participation with five publications and
The 2016 Best Librarian USARB
Chişinău, ABRM/ Chişinău, Library Association of Moldova

April 27th

CHERNOBYL’S ECHO FOUNDATION
LIBRARY INAUGURATION

Chernobyl’s Echo Foundation, Chişinău

April 27th
MOLDOVA'S LIBRARIES IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Participation at events occasioned to Awareness Day on Libraries and Librarian Day, with representatives of the Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Education, ABRM, Erasmus+, UNDP, EU Center, libraries, REM. Government Conference

PRINTED BOOK VS E-BOOK (Public debates)

Book Club. Faculty of Letters

April 28th

USER PERCEPTIONS OF EBOOKS SYNTHESIS OF STUDY RESULTS

Blog posts and social networks

April 28th


May 03th

„MY STORY LIVES HERE” Young Researchers' Seminar in Northern Moldova

Faculty of Letters, Department of Slavic Languages. Scientific Library USARB

April 28th
LIBRARY NATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK
(TV clips, information, program)
MASS MEDIA: Literatura si Arta, SL USARB website, magazines: Magazin Bibliologic, LAM Bulletin, Bibliouniversitas@ABRM.md, Confluențe Bibliologice
TV (ground floor), http://bs-usarb.blogspot.md/, http://filialabrmbin.blogspot.com/, http://bsusarbprofesional.blogspot.md/ YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Google+

NATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK
ON LIBRARIES
(TV clips, information, program).
THE MEDIA: „Funcționarul Public” newspaper, „Administrarea Publică” journal, APA’s website, ABRM, REM, Facebook, Twitter, Google+

RESPONSIBLES:
Elena HARCONIȚA, Director of Scientific Library, elena.harconița@mail.ru
Valentina TOPALO, Scientific Library Chief of Cultural Events Center, valeandrew@gmail.com

Rodica SOBIESKI-CAMERZAN, APA Scientific Library Chief biblioteca@aap.gov.md
Silvia DULȘCHI, Head of APA Science and Doctorate Department silvia_moldovan@mail.ru

April - May 23-03th